Students using marijuana face stiff legal penalties

By Leland Shaeffer

Since the day marijuana was declared illegal, it has caused problems for colleges and universities who must concern with users and pushers on campus.

AFO announces finalists in Big Screen contest

Finalists in the AFO "Big Screen" contest were announced Wednesday. It is the first year in which the vote counts are, as follows: Prof. David Pfizen (Physiology), 2211; Prof. Gary Karp (Economics), 1120; Prof. John Bros (Psychology), 215; Prof. George Clark (Physics), 279; and Prof. John Latham (YAF president), 311. These are the five highest vote-drawers who accepted the nomination.

Final balloting will be held during the Carnival, beginning at 7:30 p.m. Anyone presenting a coupon for $10 worth of tickets will receive a ballot.

The Mathematics Department had the highest vote total of any at the Institute, with 61 instructors who had the highest vote total of any group, 3876; and Prof. Joel Brown (Mathematics), 3274. These are the five from "The Tech" or purchasing highest vote-drawers who accepted the ballot. MIT sources and science, technology, and sponsored by the Department of Architecture.

Directed research is key

Dr. Weisner traced the beginning of current problems in science and society to World War II, when it was discovered that, given enough men and money, almost any given research problem could be solved, and the solution not left to chance, as were most previous significant discoveries. The major problem then became: what objectives are worthy of such intensive methods, and by whom and on what basis should such projects be selected? Dr. Weisner cited the development of nuclear explosives as an example of such a project which was initiated for a specific purpose, without thought of its ultimate social implications. He said that society can no longer proactively "A posteriori exploration of ideas for the use of small groups" which may cause irreversible changes in social and cultural patterns of the long-range goals of society, as far as they can currently be determined. Although "final result is error" is an important part of re-

Wiesner deplores gap between science, society

By Pete Moskowitz

In a talk delivered Monday, Provost Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, former presidential science advisor, criticized the "laziness of selection of topics for intensive scientific or technological research, especially by a small group within the government, and suggested that such decision- making be performed with the whole of society in mind. He also called for an "early warning system" to determine the broad social implications of technological advances so that the overall value of such advances to society might be determined earlier than it is now.

Sponsored by Architecture

The talk, entitled "A Perspective of Science in Our Society," was the introduction to a series of Monday "Hearth" lectures on possible influential trends in science and technology, sponsored by MIT.

The talker must be correspondingly strict. The first-time or casual user is considered to be doing it on his own and is not in immediate danger. Even if he is not punished by the Institute, as long as he does not cause a problem. However, he is warned, and if caught again he will meet with more serious consequences. These will depend on the individual circumstances, and may range anywhere from a mild form of probation to complete expulsion. If at any time the user is caught by the police, he is beyond the jurisdiction of the Institute.

Physiological effects

The most likely thing that can be done (Please turn to page 2)

Cites 'aggression,' 'neglect'

Professor Wall to leave, disturbed by US policies

By Steve Carhart

Professor of Physiology Patrick G. Wall recently decided that, for reasons of conscience, he must leave the United States and MIT and return to his native Britain. In explaining the origin of his decision, Professor Wall said that there is an obvious and crucial decision which he feels compels him to leave this country has been developing for some time and that he has been considering possible courses of action during this period.

Professor's statement

Professor Wall explained his position in the following statement issued by him to The Tech.

"I am leaving MIT and many good friends. I am going to British in order to start a new and exciting new project. Naturally I have regrets about leaving because the United States and MIT are amongst the most productive and most rewarding universities in the world. MIT is an excellent university.

Foreigners, like governments, are involved in the affairs of another country. However, foreigners may contribute more to the society in which they live and, to that extent, they bear the responsibility for the country's actions. I have become increasingly solemnized to be associated with the United States in view of the actual - and the apparent - wrongdoings of the present administration.

The time has come to address the problems of our own country. I should be prepared to remain passive profitably from an action which faces on aggression abroad and neglect in Ameri-

Draft poll reveals student attitudes

By Nod Miniuk

Student opinion to other than "no" was as follows:

Deferment for full-time undergraduates: 86% 12% 2%
Deferment for all graduate students: 57% 31% 12%
Science & engineering graduate deferments: 83% 12% 5%
Deferral for Selective Service: 27% 64% 8%

Of those who responded, 49% supported the all-volunteer military, 40% thought some form of conscription necessary, and 5% favored universal military service. YAF president, Roy Latham, said of the sampling: "The poll may not have been quite large enough for an accurate representation, but on the whole it fulfilled its purpose fairly well."

The talker's opinion to other than "no" was as follows:

Deferment for full-time undergraduates: 86% 12% 2%
Deferment for all graduate students: 57% 31% 12%
Science & engineering graduate deferments: 83% 12% 5%
Deferral for Selective Service: 27% 64% 8%

Those activities which wish to Krieger Auditorium next year should submit their applications to Dean Jay Hammarskold (S-100) by Friday, April 14.
Horizons' features Wiesner

(Continued from Page 1)
The lecture series wider public understanding of the intellectual objectives and practical applications of research, especially in frontier areas such as nuclear physics. Another goal of the series will be to acquaint the public with the creative and imaginative aspects of science, and the link here between science and the humanities. Dr. Wiesner said that breaking down the barrier between the sciences and humanities is necessary, both to increase the usefulness of the scientist or engineer in creative research, and to enable the scientist to take a part in cultural affairs.

In a question-and-answer period following the talk, Dr. Wiesner cited water pollution, education, architecture and construction, and health care as areas which are in great need of an intensive research effort.

Seven lectures in series
Further lectures in the series, all of which will be in room 54-100 of the Green Building at 5:30 pm, will be:

Prof. Victor Weisskopf (Physics), "The Structure of Matter," April 17
Dr. Alexander Rich (Psychophysics), "The Contemporary Approach in Laboratory Biology," April 19
Dr. Hans-Dieter Höffler (Physics), "The Problem of Fact in Search of Theory," April 24

SW ticket sale to begin Monday
Ticket orders for Spring Weekend are due in the Inscomm office by 7:00 pm on Sunday. Judging for the Queen will begin Tuesday in Spring Weekend booth. Ticket sales for individuals will begin Tuesday in the lobby of building 10. They are to include the number of regular tickets and partial tickets for athletes. Ticket sales for weekends will begin Thursday in Spring Weekend booths. Pictures of candidates for Spring Weekend Queen are due in the Inscomm office by 7:00 pm Sunday. Judging for the Queen will begin on Tuesday and run until Thursday.

Step Into Springtime In Coop Style.

Step into Spring in Style by making your first stop at the Coop. An abundance of fresh, distinctive Spring clothing styles awaits your selection in the Coop Men's & Women's clothing departments. There you'll find a wide variety of sizes, fabrics and styles to satisfy your taste. Hats, shoes ... and everything in between is available at competitive Coop prices.

While you're at it, browse through our new Spring selection of best-selling books and records. Choose from thousands of hard-covers, paperbacks and LP records.

You'll be well dressed and well-versed this season.

For The Men
Spring Suits by Hespel (Wash & Wear) and Freedburg of Boston... $47.95 to $105.00
Sports Coats & Blazers... $47.50 to $65.00
Sloths... $9.95 to $19.75
Baltimore Sport Suits... $14.95 to $32.00
Bermuda Shorts, Surfing Pants, and Swim Shorts... $6.95 to $6.95
Also: Dunter and Arrow Shirts and Sports Shirts, Levi Sta-Prest Trousers, London Fog Raincoats and Golf Jackets, Luggage by Samsonite and American Tourister... plus Socks, Ties, Belts, Underwear and Hats... all top brands, top quality.

For The Ladies
Put your best face, figure and foot forward this exciting Spring... from the Coop's almost unending variety of splashing spring colors, styles and fabrics.

Beauty products by Helena Rubinstein, Elizabeth Arden and Revlon... Lingerie by Vanity Fair... Gloves by Grandoe... and subtle new Spring shoe lines by Hanes... Jewelry for Spring by Trifari... Spring sportswear by Evan Picone, a devastating collection of color separates by Majestic, Seawalker Bermudas by Austin Hall and sun-bursting beachwear by Jantzen and Catalina... and finally, put that Spring spirit in your step with Lady Baltimore Mosc.
Secretariat picks freshmen
Freshman members of Secretariat were recently selected. They include: Steve Sokolowski (SISF), Richard Evans (SPE), John Gerth (SARE), John Light (PDT), Chris Thurner (SARE), Joel Hommelbeek (BTP), Barry Breen (SH), Walt Price (DD), Ed Chaffee (AEP), Bur, Gail Fleischman (Mc), John Conley (SN), Wayne Wassman (AEP), Bob Mangel (RSC), George Santisteban (PGD), Karen Gabert (Mc), Mark Steffens (PGD), Jay Stoner Moore (Bur), eyder (SN), and Darrell Raudnicek (DDT), Mike Gusten (Shx)

APO Spring Carnival
Saturday, Rockwell Cage
Presentation of this ad entitles bearer to one free vote in Screw Contest finals.
Winner to be announced at 11:30
7:30 FREE 12:30

How to be a nice guy and an all-around good sport.

JOIN US IN PROTEST
Support the April 15th MOBILIZATION TO END THE WAR SUPPORT STUDENT WEEK

Monday, April 10
12:00 noon Student Center East Lounge. Discussions: "Implications of Government Sponsored Research on Campus" with Prof. Noam Chomsky and SDS activist Mike Yekell.

Tuesday, April 11
8:00 p.m. In Mezzanine Lounge of Student Center, "Poetry of Protest," Barry Spats, Barry Phillips, Prof. at Wellesley, Dan Wakefield, Prof. at U. of Mass.

Wednesday, April 12
12:00 noon Steps of Student Center. Rally to protest war in Vietnam. Howard Zinn, Prof. at B.U., Byron Rushing and student activists.

Thursday, April 13
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Student Center. Continuous showing of film called "Time of Locust." Donation.

Bus tickets available from Tom Fiske, 860-3322, or Mass. PAX

For more information call Tom Fiske or Paul Schacter, 547-6533

MIT Faculty Peace Committee
MIT Students for a Democratic Society
MIT Committee to End the War in Vietnam

How to be a nice guy and an all-around good sport.
Excellence

Each year the Everett Moore Baker Committee is faced with the task of recognizing the fine efforts of outstanding teachers one or more to receive the Baker Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Teaching. Offered to young, full-time faculty members, this award serves to recognize the fine efforts of these people on behalf of the students. The award goes far beyond the gift selecting from the many outstanding Committee is faced with the task of classroom. The winners are selected by Baker Award for Outstanding Under-

Carnival time

Recognition of another sort is in order for a faculty member this Saturday. The Big Screw Award is one which has sparked a rare enthusiasm and many are anxiously awaiting the outcome of this contest. Who can outguess a physics student of our size casts 50,000 votes for beloved members of the faculty? Somewhere cares.

The annual APO Carnival never seems to be without the theme or the stant necessary to attract our attention and our attendance. We saw many standing enraptured by the motion pictures in Building 10 like so many Bogart fans at a film festival. So tomorrow night there is every reason to believe in a large turnout. From everywhere on campus people will converge on Rockwell Cage for a Lunar Excursion, a night of fun, and the amusement as some lucky professor attempts to explain a four-foot, left-handed wooden screw to his wife. We hope to see you all there.

The Tech quiz

How well do you know the Institute? For instance, which MIT professor's suit led to the successful invalidation of the Massachusetts loyalty oath? Prof. Noam Chomsky, Prof. Joseph Pedlosky, Prof. Paul Gray, or Dean Kenneth Waldigher? The answer is . . . Well, we won't take The Tech's MIT Quiz testing your knowledge of the affairs of the Institute. We are offering such a test to everyone, free of charge, at the Carnival tomorrow night. There will be prize tickets for superior scores.

All the questions will be taken from information which can be found in issues of The Tech since September, so even freshman have no excuse for not attempting the exam. We don't promise a high score, at the Carnival tomorrow night. You will enjoy discovering how much or how little you really know about the school you attend.

Today's head comes from the regional phase of the National Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament in which four MIT pairs participated. This event was the Bridge competition against players who had qualified earlier from schools throughout New England. The winners, Ken Lebensold and Phil Selwyn, now qualify for the final round in Chicago in May.

Particularly impressive was the performance of Bart Bramley '89 and Bob Crevey '70 who finished a fairly close second to Lebensold and Selwyn. The winners have considerable experience playing...
Twelve members of the class of '83 have been appointed to Beaver Key, the Junior Class committee, in recognition of their outstanding positions in campus activities. Those chosen are: George Busby (EE), Robert Cope (EE), Benjamin Oen (SME), R. Rosenberg (ECE), Z. Seykota (SME), J. Greshow (Bak), B. Har- 

rison (Bak), R. Karash (Bak), T. Neal (PDT), J. Reid (EE), C. Rettig (EE), R. Rosenberg (ECE), E. Stoytas (ECE), and A. Ringer (EPP).

A voluntary, noncredit Developmental Reading Program will be offered this spring, starting April 16, for all mem-

bers of the MIT Community. Enrollment will be limited to a total of 75. The cost will be $30 for MIT students and per-

sonal, and $50 for others. There will be 15 class ses-

sions, meeting each Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday eve-

nings at 7:30 for one hour, in Room 32-215. (No class April 9). Registration deadline is noon April 10, at 2-235, al-

though in exceptional cases registration will be ad-

mitted Monday evening if openings remain.
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Princeton University will hold its 7th annual RESPONSE, a Symposium of World Affairs. This Friday, April 14 thru Sunday, April 16 on the University campus. The theme of this year's Symposium is "Man in the Maze of the Machine." In past years RESPONSE has drawn upwards of 300 people, who came to hear leading government officials, public luminaries, and celebrated artists discuss the major problems of our society. The Symposium is conducted through panel discussions, lectures, and various social events. This year's social events will include a huge mixer, an outdoor jazz concert and an indoor dance by the Paul Butterfield Blues Band.

Among the topics to be explored and the leading figures participating in the fields are:

Dooms and Individual Freedom - H. Guenther, Sussman
Censorship - William O. Douglas, U.S. Supreme Court; Jack Valenti, Pres. Motion Pic. Ass'y
Homosexuality in America - Richard Leichleitner, Massachusetts So. for Hom. Rights
Civil Disobedience - Lincoln

Dr. Richard Lewis, CORE; Honors Williams, KCLC; Vincent Broderick, Police Commissioner, NYC.
The Draft - Gen. Louis Hervey; Tom Hayden, Founder of SDS.
Business and the Community - Marilyn Childs, Reader's Digest
Several More of Modern America - Dr. George Langworthy, Planned Parenthood Federation

For tickets or information about RESPONSE, travel, or hotel call Michael Warren at x360 or x3624.
The pusher, or seller, is in serious trouble if he is caught by either MIT or the police. MIT will treat him as an injurious element to the community and will not protect him from law enforcement officials. This attitude is much more generous than most colleges, which will expel even the first time user. The most damage is done not by the drug, but by the law against it, (a law which some feel is out of date and should be repealed). Even the casual user or someone just innocently trying marijuana for the first time may get a police record which will follow him for life, and may keep him from good jobs. The administration will, if they get to him before the police do, warn the casual user of this danger and discourage further use.

Is there a best glass for beer?

With some beers maybe the glass doesn’t matter. But when the beer is Budweiser, our brewmaster holds strong views. “I like a glass with plenty of room,” he says. “Size is more important than shape. A big glass, say one that’ll hold a full bottle, is best.”


“Damn Yankees” will massage them like no TV show ever has. The music from this all-time Broadway smash has been completely restored, arranged for a great new sound. The visual techniques take the step beyond “pop” and “op.” It’s the kind of innovation you associate with SE and that’s why we’re part of it. That’s why we’re putting “Damn Yankees” on the air. Don’t miss it.

MARIJUANA users incur penalties

(Continued from Page 1) to the user is not a direct result of the drug itself. Marijuana has been acknowledged by doctors to have no known bad physiological effects on the body, and is not physically habit forming, although some individuals subject to much tension may habitually rely on it to escape from a reality they don’t like. There is no physiological compulsion for users must go on to the hard, addictive drugs and many do stick only to marijuana. They are harmed no more by "rag" than by smoking regular cigarettes and drinking, and there is no tendency to commit crime when "high.

The most damage is done not by the drug, but by the law against it. (a law which some feel is out of date and should be repealed). Even the casual user or someone just innocently trying marijuana for the first time may get a police record which will follow him for life, and may keep him from good jobs. The administration will, if they get to him before the police do, warn the casual user of this danger and discourage further use.

MICHAEL CAINE as "ALFIE".

X 1:30, 5:40, 9:45

Brigitte Bardot - Jeanne Moreau in "VIVA MARIA!"

3:40 and 7:45

Through Saturday: Jean Renoir’s "PICNIC ON THE GRASS".

Sunday and Monday: "MR. HULOT’S HOLIDAY”.
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Each of the eight winter varsity teams has recently chosen from their draymen's list the men whom they feel capable of leading their respective teams through the season. The position of captain is one of great honor but also one of considerable responsibility to the teammates of these men they are equal to the task.

Dave Jansson, a member of the more popular and successful swimming team, was selected captain of this year's New England Intermural Championship team. Jansson's record is 36-3 in his four years at MIT, and his teammates have put him to the Burton hold is Theta Chi. He will lead the engineer wrestlers.

John MeFarren, Captain Schramm ties for seventh in NCAA
By Arline Vartanian

Schramm, 27, past captain of the varsity wrestlers, triumphed at Kent State College in Kent, Ohio, March 22 to take part in the NCAA wrestling tournament. Dave came away in a four-way tie for seventh place in the nation in the unlimited division.

In his first round of the meet, Dave came up against the Ivy League champions from Princeton, who used a good deal of his courtesy, coming away with a 10 victory. In his second and final match, Dave was pitted against Granville Liggins of Oklahoma. Leading 3-3 in the final period, Dave lost an escape to Liggins, and was taken down with 45 seconds left to go in the match, losing a 3-1 decision.

Michigan State First Champion of the unlimited division was Carley Colp, a 6'11" junior, whose Sparrow of Michigan State came away with a victory. The Spartans of Michigan State came away with a victory, the only team to be undefeated in the championship.

Doug Cale round out the list of men in their game against Harvard. The scrimmage to better this year's New England Intercollegiate Championship record of 2-2. The scrimmage will continue for a complete season, winning nine of the meets.

Mike Harris
Junior Mike Harris, MIT's leading point maker for the last two seasons, will guide the 130-lb. weight team next season. The 5'8", 149 lb. forward has scored 16 goals and 22 assists during his varsity career.

John McCarthy, MIT's co-captain of the varsity basketball team, was selected captain of the engineer swimming team. He helped his teammates to post B.I.T.'s finest varsity record this season, winning nine of the meets.

Bill Harris
Bill Harris, a 130 lb. dynamo, will lead the engineer wrestling team. Harris was a record place winner in the New England Intermural Championship tournament.

Curt Marx
A top golfer, Curt Marx was chosen to captains' meet, has his job cut out for him trying to win this year's New England Championship Intercollegiate Championship.

Syracuse, Doug, Cale, Steve Sydoriak, Ken Wong, and opponent for Tech's stickmen Saturday. These games will serve as preparation for Martin's stickmen in their game against Harvard next Wednesday.

The MIT Intramural sports program comprises into the spring season with softball beginning this week. The baseball team could not hold off 17 Eagle hits.

Photography: Tom Dolan

The Intramural program was arranged to provide a pure test against the Ivy League champions from Princeton, who used a good deal of his courtesy, coming away with a 10 victory. In his second and final match, Dave was pitted against Granville Liggins of Oklahoma. Leading 3-3 in the final period, Dave lost an escape to Liggins, and was taken down with 45 seconds left to go in the match, losing a 3-1 decision.